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Plan Advanced to
Alter System of
Women’s Proctors
Ju n io r
Counselors W ill
Continue; No More
W ill be Appointed
The Lawrence tradition of elect
ing the outstanding girls from the
sophomore and junior classes to
serve as counselors was abolished
this week. At a meeting of the
dormitory heads and Miss Wood
w o r k it was decidcd to appoint no
counselors for next year. The sev
en juniors now holding the posi
tions of counselors will retain there
positions in Ormsby and Peabody.
Their functions, however, will not
be the same. These seniors will not
have to act as proctors as an addi
tion to their advising duties. They
w ill act only as an advisory body
to counsel with the dormitory head.
There w ill be some other provision
made for the governing in the
freshmnn dormitories to give the
freshn'an more responsibility. Thi»
is a final statement made by the
committee, and the L. W. A. Board,
which previously had the power of
choosing counselors, will have no
vote in this project.
There has been a rumor as to the
further nlans of the committee sub
mitted ty the girls present at the
meeting to hear the decision. The
pre-exi tant idea is to have a biglittle sister plan instigated. The big
sister would be the outstanding
girls taken from either the sopho
more. junior, or senior class, and
these ffirls would each be given
five little sistars. These girls would
be present freshman week as coun
selors previously have, and they
would eat meals at the freshman
dormitory and after the school year
has started, visit them regularly
This would ultimately result in the
abolishing of counselors entirely
This last plan has not been official
ly accepted, according to Miss Margueiitc Woodworth. Dean of Wom
en. and all but the bare facts re
main indefinite. The postponement
of any further decisions may be
made until the new dean of women
has been chosen and has approv
ed of the plan.
Opposition to this plan had tak
en the form of a petition which is
now circulating among the fresh
man and may reach Sage in the
near future.
The students opposed to the plan
Insist that the plan must pass the
L. W. A. Board which consists of
Margatct Hendrickson. Alice Hol
loway. Janice Newell. Mary Tuttle.
Margaret Humleker, Penelope Trick,
•n d Betty Morrison. The adminis
tration
members include
Miss
Woodworth, Miss Shannon, and
Miss Chalmers.

Weston's Anthology U
Accepted by Publisher
Dr. A. H. Weston, professor of
Latin and Greek, has had an an
thology of selections of Latin prose
and poetry for college classes ac
cepted for publication by Allyn and
Bacon, as a volume in their “Col
lege Series of Latin Authors." T h;
title of Dr. Weston’s book is “Se
lections from Latin
Prose and
Verse.” and it is now being used in
his classes.

ROOM RESERVATIONS
The following announcement
has been made regarding room
reservations at Russell Sage for
the year 1937-38:
Reservations for rooms in
Russell Sage can be made begin
ning Wednesday, April 28. in the
business office between the
hours of 1:30 and 4:30 p. m. On
Wednesday, reservations can be
made by sophomores and ju n 
iors who with to retain* present
accomodations.
On Thursday
present juniors may
select
rooms not previously reserved.
On Friday the present sopho
mores and freshmen may select
room« not previously reserved.

All Manuscripts for
Reid, Hicks Prizes
Required by May 1

Collegiate Press
Rates Lawrentian
Lawrence poets, essayists, a n d 1
short story writers are invited to
As All-American
submit their manuscripts to the

English department to try for the
Alexander Reid and the Hicks priz
es which will be awarded at the
end of the school year. The contest
closes on May 1, and all m anu
scripts must be in the hands of Mr.
Warren Beck, associate professor of
English, on or before that date.
The Alexander Reid prize, deriv
ed from a fund of $300, will be
awarded for the best essay of from
one thousand to two thousand
words. The Hicks Prizes, consisting
of the income from a fund of $ 1000.
are awarded for the best short
story and the best poem. Anv oth
er information desired can be se
cured from any member of the
English department.

Highest Rating Granted by
Associated Collegiate
Press Critics

Holding its own on the front of
college journalism, the Lawrentian
has been awarded
All-American
rating for the second consecutive
year by the Associated Collegiate
Press.
All-American is the highest rat
ing granted in the yearly critical
service conducted by the Associat
ed College Press. A study of the
ratings published in the April 11 is
sue of the Collegiate Press Review
shows that 47 of the 355 college
1 newspapers submitted for criticism
this year were awarded the All
American ratings. Of 150 weeklies
submitted 26 were awarded AllAmerican rntinj*.
“Pacemaker" Highest
To designate those papers which
judges consider are doing the
Oppose* Fraternity-Soror* ths
work of highest excellence, the
word ••Pacemaker” was added to
ity Combines a* WasteAll-American. Thus a “Pacemaker”
ful of Personnel
truly becomes an All-American
summa cum laude.
Paced by an informal fourteen.]
The college and university papers
freshman concern over student were judged on the basis of: news
government has reached phcnom- j values and sources; news writing
enal heights during the semester and editing; headlines; typography.
The freshman movement originated , make-up: and department pages
in embryonic stirrings during the and special features.
beginning of March. It is chiefly
Receiving the largest number of
concerned now with demanding in  noints and the best rating of any
creased responsibility in student department of the Lawrentian were
the headlines, typographv. and
election«.
Consulting Mr. H. W. Trover, in make up. Tv,''«<* received 230 points
structor in English and resident in  out of a possible 250.
I. Over M*
structor at Brokaw. Mr. F. W. Trc*
zize. associate professor of engi
News writing and editing receiv
neering. Dr. D. M. Delo. assistant ed 215 out of a possible 280 points.
professor of geology, and Mr. The departmental pages and special
George Hoffman, publicity manag features garnered 175 out of a pos
er. to make more certain their ad sible 220 points. News Writing and
vance. and also to keep from irrele- Editing scored 215 points out of a
vanciej, fourteen yearlings met *o possible 280 The total Lawrentian
consider campus problems pertin score was 825 points out of a pos
ent to their own and school wel sible 1000 A score of 780 plus was
fare. These fourteen were Howard neecfsary to achieve All-American
O'Donnell. Selden Spencer. Robert rating.
Wisconsin Pace-Makers are the
Noonan. Stanley
Avery. Wayne
Cochran. Erwin Mueller. Robert Daily Cardinal of the University of
Leverenz. Robert Smith. Morgan Wisconsin and the Echo Weekly of
Spangle. Kenneth Buesing. Robert the Milwaukee State Teachers* Col
Stocker, Winston PengellV. Rober* lege. Also winning All-American
rating was Carleton’s Carltonian. In
Arndt, and Austin Walter.
Meeting without formal organiz the college weekly division, the Re
ation and without any official sta serve Tribune of Western Reserve
tus the group mulled plans for in  University was the only paper in
creased Lawrence spirit, discussed that division to be awarded a Pace
points in which they had been dis maker berth.
Commenting on the standing E di
appointed in Lawrence life. Dissat
isfied. but not discouraged, they set tor Albert Ingraham said. “I wish

Ur^e Increased
Care in Elections

Turn to Page 7
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Russell Danburg's
Composition Given
First Performances
At the All-American Program oi
the Mozart String Sinfonietta. giv
en in Carnegie Hall, New York in
February, the composition “Prelude
and Fugue on a Forbidden Theme"
of Russell Danburg. Mus. B , Mus.
M . was given its first performanc
es. Mr. Danburg. now professor of
piano at Dakota-Wesleyan Univer
sity, was graduated from Lawrence
Conservatory of Music in 1931 with
the degree of bachelor of music.
His advanced work in composition
was done at Eastman School of
Music, where he received his mas
ter’s degree.
Mr. Danburg has written sever
al compositions for piano, the most
popular of which has been his
“Calliope,** which was played by
Mary Elizabeth Hopfenspergcr in
recitals at Berlin and Wiemar last
summer. His most recent orchestral
composition will be played by the
Boston Symphony this spring.

Sunset Sponsors
Talent Program
All Students Fligible for
Preliminaries; Finals
On Mav 6
A local talent program sponsored
by the Sunset players will be pre
sented by the students on Thurs
day evening. May 6. The place
where the show is to be held is not
yet determined.
There have been numerous re
quests from the students for a pro
gram of this type and it is to meet
this demand that the local talent
program is being organized.
All Eligible far Preliminaries
Anyone who can play an instru
ment. sing, dance, or act. cither
alone or with a group, will be eligi
ble for the preliminaries. The three
or four best in each group will be
.allowed to compete in the final pro
gram on May 6 . The groups will be
judged and prizes awarded on the
basis of their performance on that
night.
Elaborate arrangements are being
made for the program. Attractive
scenery will be arranged on the
stage, and the program should
prove interesting and worthwhile
to every student on the campus.
Entry Blank
Interested students should place
at the Little Theatre not later than
Tuesday, April 27, an entry blank
with the following information:
name, type of event, name of selec
tion. and length of time that it will
take.
An admission fee will be charg
ed. The money collected will be
used by sunset to finance further
dramatic productions during the
remainder of the year.

Sophistication Skin
Deep; Let Yourself Go! Sheffield
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Collins Outlines
Five Ways to Gain
Permanent Peace
Kcvise Neutrality, Military,
Munitions Industry, De
mocracy, Trade Policies
Rev. George L. Collins gave the
Peace Day Address in convocation
on Thursday. April 22. His subject
was “The Price of Peace." Rev. Col
lins is the Area director of the
Wisconsin unit of the National Em 
ergency Pcace Campaign, and is
very much interested in the prob
lem of Peace and its maintenance.
The most outstanding problem of
to-day, he said, is the question of
war and pcace. The fear of war is
shown very graphically in the Eu
ropean countries today. Instead of
the parades and general excitement
that prcceeded the last war. Eu
ropeans today have a feeling of
hopeless inevitability that civiliza
tion will crash, and that the cost
of the last war was nothing to the
cost of the war of the future. They
feel the futility of the whole bus
iness. The last war was a ghastly,
tragic joke.
“Women and Children First”
The proverb of the sea, "Women
and Children First" will apply also
to the next war. The civilian pop
ulation will be the first to suffer
—first in death because they are
more easily accessible.
Fascism is a great danger to fu 
ture peace. It developa different
tactics and emphases. It is willing
to admit that war is destructive,
but on tlie other hand it glorifies
war as a magnificent gesture. Hitler
and Mussolini both have spoken
of the glory of war in addresses
made to the people of their coun
tries. Many people believe that the
world is on the way to economic
and cultural disintigration.
He pointed out that we can do
much to increase the hope for peace
in the future. For one thing we
can say that it is still possible to
avoid war. Rev. Collins developed
five ways in which he believes that
we can have peace in the future.
The first is that America should
adopt a strong neutrality policy
that
gives no one the right to
trade with nations involved in war.
The second way is to revise our
military and naval policies so that
we may have protection of conti
nental America against armed inva
sion, but not have the armaments
needed for opposition on foreign
soil. The third point Rev. Collins
Turn to Page 6

BILLBO A RD
Sat. April 24: Alpha Chi Ome
ga Formal
Professor
Kappa Delta Formal
Track meet with Carroll at
Talks
at
Institute
Waukasha
One solitary quarter of us Law- j Even seniors have, in their day,
S.
Glasstone. professor of chemis Sat. May 1: Sigma Alpha Iota
rentians get emotionally unbalanc -1 been freshmen. Ergo, the sophisti
Formal
cd once a year. At Homecoming the cation is only acquired. Proof, one try at the University, Sheffield.
England, addressed the Northeast
Phi Kappa Tau Formal
freshmen have a rarin* good time. year ago yesterday.
Peabody House Party
Listen, freshies. would you be ern Wisconsin Section of the Amer
But, sad to say. never again. Even
Track meet with Rlpon at Ria dum b little freshman can profit lieve the most lethargic of your se ican Chemical Society at a meeting
pon
from experience, and the experi niors have gone stark madly, w ild at the Institute of Paper Chemistry
last
night.
He
discussed
electro-met
Thurs. May 6: Campus Talent
uncontrollably
enthusiastic?
ence of having three superior class ly,
ric
methods
in
chemistry.
Night.
they
unlocked
forbidden
es stare aown their collective nose That
Author of “Chemistry in Daily
Sat. May 8: Alpha Delta Pi For
at one’s antics is too concentrated doors at unspeakable hours of the
Life,"
"Recent
Advances
in
Physi
mal.
night to publish and circulate il
to ignore.
Delta Tau Delta Formal
That they cal Chemistry." and “Recent A d
Just why is the opportunity af licit news bulletins?
vances
in
General
Chemistry,”
he
Track meet with Beloit at
forded the youngsters to display stained their lily-white hands dying
Lawrence.
their lack of poise, their youthful white muslin black—and wore the has been a well known author and
Thurs. May 13:: Campus Club
good spirits, their normal over-quo- stuff? Permitted masculine sacri teacher in England. He has con
Tea at the President’s house
ta of vitality?T?harge it up to the lege to the third floor at Ormsoy ducted research chiefly in the field
Fri. May 14:: Interfraternity-sorsage practice of letting ’em live because the rolls of stolen wallpa of electro-chemistry. At present he
ority sing
and learn. Once subjected to the per were too heavy for feminine is touring the United States ad
Sat. May 15: Kappa Alpha Theta
disgust, the mocking aloofness of transport? Planned a walkout on dressing sections of the American
Formal.
their betters, they’ll learn how to classes when the bugle blew (and Chemical Society.
Delta Gamma Formal
repress and effectively sublimate. carried it out in spite of adminis
Bober
Tells
Neenali
Zeta Tau Alpha Formal
The joys of expending energy on trative approbation)? Dared Apple
Freshman Guest Day
cokes at Snyde’s, cigarettes in ret’ ton’s doughty cops beyond a riot?
Club
of
“
Inflation”
Mid-West Track Conference at
It has been done; it can be done.
rooms, bull and cat sessions with
Dr. M. M. Bober, professor of
Carleton
in the charmed circles, apple-pol- The more of you gadgets who can
Wed. May 19. Senior Tea
ishing, and dodging assignments tear loose from your staid, standard economics and business, addressed
Campus Club Dinner
and collaterals can’t be appreciated bearings, the more excitement the the Neenah Tuesday club. April
Brokaw Banquet
by people who feel the urge to yell student body will evince. Please 20, on the subject of “Inflation,
Sat. May 22: Phi Delta Theta
at games, vehiclate on roller skates start tearing! There’s plenty that stating its causes, effects, and the
Formal
study, make goes of clubs and in  needs a little ripping up the back, relation of inflation to the govern
Sigma Phi Epsilon Formal.
stitutions. These poor, uneducated energetic letting out of seams, mov ment debt and deficits. He also dis
State quadrangle meet at Be
souls don’t know yet how to en ing over of buttons. As it is. we’ll cussed rearmament, monopoly, and
loit.
joy life asphixiated or expend en just go on a diet and try to fit the the ideas of scarcity economics in
relation to this problem.
outgrown clothes!
ergy harmlessly.
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Anna Bann May MacDowell Chorus
Lawrence Professors Hold Variety
Attend Meeting
Presents Concert
Of Views on Worth of Peace Strike W ell S u g g e s t
Of International
Viking “Frolic” Alberto Salvi, Harpist, As
professors, asked to misleading—a strike against what?
Relations Clubs giveLawrence
Encroaching on Anna Bann's
their view» on the efficacy of
Right Represent Lawrence
At
Discussion
of
World Affairs

a peace strike as a preventive of
war, expressed a diversity of views“A ll for It. . .
"effective,” . . .
"some good, some bad” , . . “in 
consistent with peace.” . . , “often
don’t mean anything” were the be
liefs of some. Most expressed a
reluctance to condone the peace
strike as a cure-all for war, all rec
ognized its aim as worthwhile. In 
dividual opinions follow:
DB. TREVER:
T am thoroughly in sympathy
with the student-'peace movement,
of course, and would encourage stu
dents to be awake to world affairs.
I see little value, however, in a
peace strike, since the very nature
of a strike smacks of war itself.
Such movements also are usually
entered into with little thought as
a “hurrah boys" affair, and. by the
majority, merely for the sake of a
holiday.
I see little value, either, in tak
ing pledges not to fight. The pac
ifist ideal is worthy, but no one can
know what he will do when the
concrete situation arises.
We should, rather, encourage stu
dents to investigate the deeper
causes of war and study intelli
gently what may be done to pre
vent its coming.
DR. DA RLING
“If they mean a peace demonstra
tion without arousing any animos
ity, I'm all for it.”
DR. LOUIS C. BAKER
“There are parades and parades
—some good, some bad. They are
an effective means of bringing an
issue into public view more em
phatically than speeches and print
ed data. But the tendency to make
parades sensational arouses more
controversy over the parade than
over the issue which was the pur
pose of the parade. The result is
much publicity for individuals but
a forgotten or submerged main pur
pose, and consequently failure of
the demonstration to accomplish
any good ”
MR. DUSHANE:
“It seems to me that the only vir
tue of a demonstration for peace is
that it can dramatize the arguments
against war, as did the one last
year. But to call it a strike is to be

College? Classes? Professors? They
are all in favor of peace too."
DR. BOETTIGER
“So far as the peace movement
represents the class struggle dress
ed up in 'Sunday clothes it is in 
consistent. So far as it aims to place
the seal of eternal justice upon the
present distribution of this world’s
territory and resources it is stupid.
So far as it effectually prevents the
people of the United States from
participating in a holocaust which
does not concern us, even though
it masquerades in the virtues of
democracy and universal sweetness
it is intelligent and I give it my
hearty support.”
MISS DOBOTHY WAPLES
“Peace demonstrations, both pub
lic and private (including parades)
are, I think, proper activities of col
lege students, provided the students
participating have honestly devoted
the rest of the year to studying for
eign languages and literatures in an
effort to really promote interna
tional understanding. If they have
honestly studied the world, students
w ill not be likely to emphasize ir
relevant points in their demonstra
tions. Neither will they participate
in a peace “strike" if the school or
college involved is not in the hands
of active militarists, as they were
in the Island and South American
countries where the strike for
peace originated. Lawrence stu
dents participating in a strike
would be a contradiction in terms."
DB. DELO
Believes that this year's peace
movement is a decided improve
ment over the one held last year
The movement of last year, he said,
was one which was calculated in
the beginning to bring opposition
and resentment. It is a far better
plan to understand the meaning of
peace before a group begins dem
onstrations. Dr. Delo believes, and
therefore he gives his support to
a movement such as being given
this year.

Two students, W illiam Tinker
and Austin Walter, presented pa
pers at the round table sessions of
the seventh annual Mid-West Con
ference of International Relations
Club held at Beloit Friday and Sat
urday, April 15 and 17.
William
Tinker outlined the
American problems of the present
and future. In his address he stress
ed the questions of neutrality, in 
ternational trade, regional conflicts,
and the future of the Monroe Doc
trine.
Austin Walter, successfully facing
stiff competition from graduate stu
dents, answered the question, “Are
Neutrality and International Coop
erations Incompatible?" He stated
that, “Neutrality through interna
tional cooperation is more desira
ble than isolated neutrality, and in 
ternational cooperation and neu
trality are capable of existing to
gether. The significance of a neu
trality that is compatible with in 
ternational cooperation ought to
materially strengthen the founda
tions of world peace as advocated
through
internatioanlal
coopera
tions.”
Students Attend
Other .students from Lawrence
who attended the Conference were
Geraldine Schmidt, Barbara Les
ter, Adele Sawyer, Edith Johnson.
Jane Carr, and Marjorie Blunck.
The conference attracted
245
delegates representing .'18 colleges
and universities from Michigan, I l
linois. Indiana.
and
Wisconsin.
Sponsored by the Carnegie Endow
ment for International Peace, this
conference enabled college youth
to exchange ideas pertaining to in 
ternational problems and to hear
the
opinions of internationally
known authorities on world affairs
Student
participation
through
round table sessions was stimulated
by those students who presented
OBSEBVATOBY OPEN
papers.
The Underwood Observatory
Garner and Philip Speak
will be open to anyone interest
Principal speakers Friday includ
ed every Thursday evening un
ed Dr. James W. Garner, famous na,M was a fitting climax to the
Conference.
til the end of the year, between
authority on international law and
Next
year
the
Conference
wil!
the hours of 8:<M and 9:30 P. M.
professor of political science at the
be
held
at
Kalamazoo,
Michigan.
University of Illinois, and Dr. A n 
dre Philip, professor of economics
at the University of Lyons, France
and member of the French Cham
ber of Deputies. Dr. Garner criti
cized our present neutrality laws
and advocated a policy “which
seeks by consultation and coopera
tion to prevent war from breaking
out." The foreign policy of France
with the assistance of England
could bring peace to Europe, claim
ed Dr. Philip. "France is ready to
discuss economic, social, and col
onial problems with everyone, but
it must be linked up with a policy
of disarmament." he said.
On Saturday, Dr. Joseph L. Kunz,
international law authority from
“ Famous for Fine Food*”
Vienna, spoke of the precarious po
sition of Austria in the European
situation of today. The concluding
Phone 5446
531 W . College Ave.
address was given by Grover Clark,
prolific writer on world affairs
Appleton, Wis.
and authority on the Far East. His
address on “The World 'Significance
of the Present Rivalries in Chi-

Catering to Your Good Taste

field (no offense meant, dear lady)
may we offer a few hints In the
matter of winning the pretty blonde
in “Soc” or that brunette bomb
shell in Abnormal? There's an ageold and ever-young institution tailor-made to supply the ways,,
means, atmosphere, and opportun
ity. We speak with due reverence
and merited enthusiasm of the Frol
ic.
You guys who spend t dollar to
dance with one girl, and a few oth
er peoples’ dates for the tenth part
of that magnificent sum can dance
with as many coeds as Joe and the
boys play numbers! And you gals
who go with those spendthrifts just
to keep the moths out of the formal
for less than the price of a package
of cigarettes can contact that real
ly desirable male on more romantic
grounds than Main Hall.
That time of year's here again,
boys, and you’ll be needing a wom
an, Just looking over the list in
Ormsby or watqhing them from the
Beta steps isn’t going to go far.
Pickings are best where the flowers
are waiting.
1
Make a pretty picture on the
wall, keep out 1 from under when
you’re exhibited on a masculine
shoulder, don’t, plan on studying
French that night, enthuse over a
walk down by the river or a ham 
burger at the Checkerboard. Beat
gently and serve hot. It can't fail.

Present Newly Elected
Players to Sunset Club
Newly elected players to Sunset
were formally presented to the Sun
set players at a program for that
purpose last night at the Lawrence
College Little Theatre.
An original dramatic skit was
presented and refreshments were
served. Plans for the amateur pro
gram to be sponsored by Sunset on
May 6 were discussed.

sists Group ill Fine
Program

BY DOBOTHY BELOW
On last Tuesday, A pril 20, at 8:IS
P. M. the Appleton MacDowell
Male Chorus, under the direction of
Mr. A. A. Glockzin, presented it«
third annual concert before a cap
acity crowd. The chorus was assist
ed by a “super-delightful" guest,
artist, Alberto Salvi, harpest. Thé
performance of this group of sixty
male voices showed at once power,'
control, and artistic blending of
voices, even from our unfortunate
position under the noses of the sec
ond basses.
"The Sea," a long and difficult
number, was expertly shaded, and
the tenor solo well handled by Kar
el Richmond. “The Two Grena
diers” of Schumann, was done in a
robust manner, and with précision
of attack. The outstanding number
of the evening, however, was Franz'
"Dedication,” in which the chorus
sang with fine restraint and blend
ing of voices. The second g ro u rf
light, humorous interpretations of
folk songs, was well received by
the audience. The group was ac
companied by Mr. Francis Proc
tor.
Mr. Salvi and his harp wore en
thusiastically received, especially in
his interpretations of h it own com
positions^ “The Fountain” was in 
deed a test for skill in technique.
He showed complete mastery of the
instrument in this number, and a
sparkling performance was the re
sult.
SCHOLABSHIP A W A RD
Beta Theta chapter of Alpha Chi
Omega has been presented w ith a
beautifully engraved silver loving
cup.
This cup is an
award
for the winning of the highest hon-1
ors in scholarship in the North]
Central Province for the col legs
year 1935 and 1936.

Not just an ordinary
corsage, but a
smart, original one
From

^

RIVERSIDE
FLORAL Co.

s s a

KETTLEJ

PHONE 3012

WOT

RESTAURANT

EVENING
GLAMOUR

• LOOSE LEAF
• N O T E BOOK S

in

• P A P E R and
• FOU N TAIN P E N S

\
^

foamy
frothy
fragile
frivolous
fascinating

FORMALS

The
Nam e is

C o r a l- L a c e
These lovely "Coral-Lace’' Kayser gloves
flutter out of the store as fast as we get

Sylvester & Nielsen, inc.
209 £ . College Ave.

from

them.

Particularly

effective

in dark

shades for summer costumes. Washable*
We*re newly stocked . . . but better corns
early, just the same!

Made in U.S.A.

5 1 . 0 0

WBE W ISE R . . . BUY K A Y S E R "

ROBINHOOD
DRESS SHOP

110 N. Oneida Street

We close on Saturday at noon

PETTIBONE’S

\
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Girls Continue to Pay,
Pay, and Pay as Sorority
Formal Season Arrives

worth at the Delta Sigma Tau
house.
Visiting Alumni
The Phi Delta Thetas were visit
ed by several alumni this past
week, including Mr. Mark Peacock.
’24, and Ted Wilder, and Maynard
Monaghan, both '36.
Beta Theta Pi members entertain
ed Mr. and Mrs. Chris Larsen at
dinner on Sunday, A pril 18. Next
Sunday, Mr. Alvin Lang, one of
those who helped write the recent
petition for the Betas, and his wife
w ill be guests at the house for
dinner.

It must have been that jaunt we took up to the second floor, left, of the
Library the ether day which set us to philosophizing about one thing and
another. The effect of that funny little colored slip of paper with the
queer, if not unexpected, characters on it can never be foretold definitely,
but this time it was philosophy. There we were, trying to convince our
selves that marks didn't count anyway—and as for .that business about
♦'paying the piper”—didn't we pay Saturday night at the K.P. hall? You’d
think we had a pass (t) or something! Well, finally all our jumbled
thoughts resolved to this, the epitome of all philosophy, "Variety is the
¿pice of life.” Lest you doubt the sublime truth of the saying, consider
how a dance floor with girls and boys dressed in the same neutral attire
would strike you. There must be variety in formals, to please. Ya. and
what man or female be there so constant but does not court variety in
his social relationships? If he doesn’t take you out tonight, say not, “Ah,
he has jilted me!”, but rather, “Variety is the spice of life."

Sorority Formals

Spring at Lawrence is to be hon
ored by the first spring sorority
formals. Tomorrow evening Alpha
Chi Omega is giving a dinner-dance
•t the Valley Inn at Neenah. Music
w ill be furnished by Red Roberts’
Orchestra from the Eagles Club in
Milwaukee.
Chaperones are Dr. and Mrs. D a
vid M. Delo and Dr. and Mrs. Law
rence W. Towle. Dr. and Mrs. John
S. Mi His w ill be the guests.
Kappa Delta sorority will also
have their spring formal tomorrow
evening at the Knights of Pythias
Hall. Tommy Temple will furnish
the music for the dance.
The chaperones w ill be Dr. and
Mrs. Charles D. Flory and Mr. and
Mrs. Donald DuShane. Dr. and Mrs.
John S. Millis are the guests.

silon Hobo Party tomorrow nigbt
at the Sig Ep house. Only legitimate
hoboes will be admitted to the evefit, which the Sig Eps plan to in 
augurate as an annual affair. The
interior of the house w ill be decor
ated as a box car; hoboes will drink
their coffee from tin cups; and the
crowning event of the evening will
be the coronation of Honor, th*
K ing of Hoboes. Invitations have
been sent to the “lady hoboes," and
a prize will be awarded to the most
representative hobo couple.
The social committee in charge of
the party includes W illiam Guyei
and Robert Stocker as chairmen,
and Bob Isely, Clarence Sheldon.
Karl Cast, and Perry Peterson.

Sorority Alumnae Parties

Sunday afternoon, April 25, if the
weather permits, the Delta Tau
steak fry.
Deltas are planning
May the sun shine.
The Beta Theta Pis are consid
ering plans for a house party, to
morrow night.
At present plans are nearly com
plete for the Phi Kappa Tau formal
dinner dance, which w ill be held
at the Riverview Country Club, on
May 1. Heading the commmittee for
the dance is the “Apple of Apple
ton,” Wilmer Witt. Others on the
committee are Arthur Kross and
Bernard Beggs.
On Sunday evening. April 25, a
farewell banquet w ill be held in
honor of Miss Marguerite Wood-

On Sunday afternoon the Delta
Gammas gave a tea at their rooms
for their alumnae, Ruthellen Pelton was the social chairman.
The alumnae of Kappa Alpha
Theta gave a dinner on Monday
evening at the home of Mrs. George
Banta. Jr. at Neenah. Jean Steffen,
Elien Brown, Jean Harper. Sally
Johnson, and Florette Zuelke were
guest <.

Sorority Serenade

The Alpha tielta Pis serenaded
Mrs. Mary Atcherson and her
‘ daughter Betty, who are very ill,
on Thursday evening, April 15.
Marv Lou Barta was initiated at
the Alpha Delta Pi rooms on Thurs
day afternoon, April 15, at 4:30 p
m. At seven o’clock a dessert party
was held.
Fraternity Song Fests
Tonight the Sig Eps will give that
long-awaited serenade. They say
“Practice makes perfect." so this
should be an event to be remem
bered by everyone at the dormitor
ies.
A combination smoker and song
feat was held at. the Phi Kappa
Tau house last night.
Mr. La Vahn Maesch w ill play
the organ for a Delta Tau Delta
sing tonight at the Chapel.
Some of those who did not attend
the Sage formal Saturday night.
April 17, danced to phonograph rec
ord * at the Delta shelter. The new
social chairman, Fletcher Mulkey,
was in charge.
Plans For Future Parties
**No Bums Allowed!” will be the
restriction on the Sigma Phi Ep

Voecks
Bros.

LAWRENTIAN

Barrows Guest at Dinner

President T. N. Barrows was the
guest of D elta Sigma Tau at a
dinner which was held at the fra
ternity house on Wednesday, April
21. Red and white carnations and
candle-light decorated the table. A
bull session led by Mr. Barrows fol
lowed the meal.
At the recent election of officers
of Delta Sigma Tau, Ray Herzog, of
Appleton was unanimously elected
president. Herzog is now employed
in West Virginia, but he will re
turn to Lawrence next fall as a
senior. Because of his absence, M il
ton Haase will act as president for
the rest of the school year. The oth
er officers elected include Ells
worth
Fobart, vice
president;
Woodrow Ohlsen, secretary; Robert
Hauptli, comptroller; George Wolner and Bruce Stevens, correspond
ing secretaries; Wellington Cape,
historian.

Steak Fry—Formal
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Presentation of *Elijah*
Pleases Large Audience
BY GEORGE E. HOFFMAN
An audience of almost a thousand
people last night heard the Schola
Cantorum, under the direction of
Dr. Carl J. Waterman, give an out
standing performance of Mendels
sohn’s “E lijah” ¿n Memorial Chapel.
Excellent choral singing and u n i
formly fine solo work by the quar
tet characterized the performance
throughout. LaVahn Maesch, col
lege organist, accompanied at the
organ, and Donald Gerlach. organ
ist and choir master at Mt. Olive
Lutheran church, gave the piano
accompaniment.
A particularly commendable per
formance was that of Marshall Hulbert, local baritone, who carried the
heaviest solo part as Elijah. Hulbert’s voice often heard in Appleton
was at its best last night, both in
quality and quantity. He gave a
smooth, thoroughly capable per
formance, giving the impression of
reserve power at all points in hi?
difficult role.
Soloists Outstanding

In fact, professional smoothness,
was the keynote of all solo and
choral performance last night. Ted
Linsey, tenor, w’ho has sung at
the College before, also acquitted

Mary Hopfensperger
Gives Junior Recital
Miss Mary Elizabeth Hopfensperger, student in piano under Gladys
Ives Brainard, presented her junior
recital on Wednesday, April 21, at
Peabody Hall. Assisting her were
Miss Margaret Hendrickson, sopra
no from the studio of Dean Carl J.
Waterman, and a string quartet u n 
der the direction of Dr. Percy Fullenwider.
Miss
Hopfensperger's
program included
numbers
by
Mozart. Chopin. Moskowski, Cop
land, Rufty, and MacDowell.

Monday: Mr. Luther Fewie will
speak on Turkey.
Wednesday: Dr. J. S. Millis will
speak.
Friday: Mr. H. H. Helblt, prin
cipal of the Appleton High School,
will speak on Germany.

himself with honors. Marion Hutch
inson McCreedy, a soprano and a
graduate of Lawrence, and Mary K.
S. Pehrson, contralto, who has ap
peared locally before, filled" their
roles unusually capably. A ll four
quartet voices blended well, and
all four soloists sang to their own
credit in their solo parts.
Dean Waterman and his chorus
worked together like a single voice
last night to achieve powerful e f
fects. At times they showed th rill
ing volume, always under control,
however,
and
free
from
strain. This was especially marked
in the second section, where the
choral numbers rise in successive
minor climaxes toward the final
number. The choir demonstrated a
nice feeling for the various grades
of forte singing which it developed
here, saving its greatest sustained
power for the final moments of the
oratorio.
Fine Performance
The net result of a fine perform
ance like that of last night is to
wish that the community would by
continued support encourage Dean
Waterman’s Schola more frequent
ly to undertake something which
has not been heard locally. The
annual performance of “The Mes
siah,” for instance, would serve an
the rallying-point of the group,
which could then continue with
less frequently heard works dur
ing the spring season.
The Schola Cantorum. Dean W a
terman, and the soloists last Monnight gave an exhibition of ora
torio singing which can quite sin
cerely be termed a seasonal highwater mark in local choral music.
No performance, since this review
er’s coming to Appleton, has shown
greater precision and
unflagging
musicianship throughout.

CATALOGUES PRINTED
The new Lawrence College cata
logue for 1936-1937 is now off the
press. A ll faculty changes and the
descriptions of the courses have
been brought up to date.
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• Smart blues—perforated again and again to keep
you cool afoot! New perforations that form portholes!
In models of beauty, created of Bucko, detailed to
youthful smartness. Easy to wear because of theii

Flattery is this season's credo and certainly
SunSan makes your legs look tlieir loveliest.
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Avery Announces
Freshman Guest
Day on May 15

THREE— AND NO HORSE
.<* u " ■m m

Committee Chairmen
The committee chairmen, work
ing under Stan Avery, are repre
sentative of the fraternities and sor
orities on the campus. Stan believes
that with this arrangement “a more
catholic point of view may be
had." They are: Betty Jane Capps,

BARGAIN
T H R IL L E R

Mortar Board Elects
Holloway , M. Bauer,
Cooley and H um leker
Last Monday evening, new offic
ers of Mortar Board were elected
at the usual meeting at Hamar
House. Those chosen were Alice
Holloway, president; Helen Bauer,
vice president; Grace Cooley, secre
tary; and Marian Humleker, treas
urer.
After election oi officers plans
were discussed for the coming
Mothers’ Day Tea which will be
held at Russell Sage Hall.
The new officers and the four
other new members were initiated
last Sunday morning. A breakfast
was served following the installa
tion of its seven new members, in
honor of those initiates present,
Miss Jeanette Jones, Helen Bauer,
Grace Cooley, June Mauland. Alice
Holloway, Grace Lightfoot, and
Margaret Hendrickson at the home
of Mrs. Frank Clippinger. After thr
breakfast skits were given by the
new members.

Program W ill Include Con* oration Program,
Tea Dance
President Stanley Avery oí the
freshman class announces the •fol
lowing program
for Freshman
Guest Day, which will be held Sat
urday. May 15. The project is en
tirely in the hands of the frosh, ra
ther than the College and the Ex
ecutive Committee, as previously.
To start things in the proper spir11, an Intcrfraternity-Sorority Song
Fest will be held Friday evening
May 14. probably in the Chapel
Following this there will be a May
Breakfast, on Saturday, May 15, on
the lawn of either Ormsby or the
main campus. At 10:00 A. M. fol
lowing the breakfast, there will be
a Convocation program with Presi
dent Tilomas N. Barrows and Sen
ior President Fred Leech as prob
able speakers, introduced by Stan.
The remainder of the morning will
be turned over to a series of tennis
matches by Lawrence players and
possibly two from Northwestern
University.
Ktylr Show
In the early afternoon the girls
will be entertained by a style show
and for the boys there will be a
program at the gym. Luncheon will
be at the respective dormitories
From three to five o’clock in the
afternoon a tea dance will be held
at the Club Alexander with Tommy
Temple furnishing the rhythm. A
buffet dinner is next in order either
at the gym or back on the campu*,
completing the afternoon.
Saturday night the A Cappella
Choir will sing, followed by a play
directed by Mr. Erie Volkert, in 
structor in dramatics.
In the past there has been what
Is known a* a Lawrence Day. wi»h
the guests invited en masse by the
college administration. Under the
present plan, a more close contact
it to be made between the guests
and their hosts, representing the
College.

Friday, April £3, 1987
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Shannon to Present
“ Life in a Wide House*'
Miss Virginia Shannon, resident
supervisor of Ormsby Hall, will be
the speaker before an Older Girls
Conference at Iron 1Mountain, M ich
igan, tomorrow. “Life in a Wide
House” w ill be the title of her
address. Miss Shannon speaks from
her experience as counselor of a
girls’ camp in the Rockies, and as
student assistant to the dean of
women at the University of Denver
before coming to Lawrence.

Characterised by the rolorful va
riety of costumes was the annual
party given by Dean of Women
Marguerite Woodworth for senior
girls, held in Russell Sage Hall on
Thursday evening, April 15. The
prise winners are pictured above.
The prettiest costume prise went
to Gladys MeCoskrle. who was
dressed in an embroidered silk
gown brought by her father from
China. She is the girl with the
smile.

Attired as •‘Eskey,” the funny
little man with “those eyes." who
appears on Esquire’s cover, was
Belva Stratton, who took honors for
the most original prise. She is in
the soap and fish.
Most comic costumes prise went
to Rosemary Dupont for her cos
tume of Donald Duck, rival of Mic name* to one of the members of
key Mouse. She is the girl with the the committee.
shorts.
The prises were awarded by Mrs.
George Banta, Jr., Mrs. John S.
G. A. L E M K E
Mil Us. and Mrs. T. N. Barrows.

Alpha
Chi Omega and
Ralph
Schuettge. Phi Delta Theta, recep
tion. information,
and
sleeping
quarters; Ruthellen Pelton, Delta
Gamma, and Wayne Cochran, Delta
Tau Delta, entertainment; Monic.i
Worsley, Kappa Delta, and Robert
Smith, Delta Sigma Tau, Chapel
program; Janice Newell,
Alpha
Delta Pi. and Selden Spencer. Del*
ta Tau Delta, refreshments; Doro

thy Martin, Delta Gamma,
and
Winston Pengelly, Delta Tau Delta,
invitations. Florence Johnson, Kap
pa Alpha Theta. Geraldine Seitz.
Kappa Delta, and Kenneth Buesing,
Phi Delta Theta, are acting in the
capacity of class officers.
Upper classmen and freshmen
wishing to have guests are cordial
ly invited to do so, handing in any

CHOICE MEATS
and GROCERIES

Candle Glow Tea Room
Appleton’s Most Delightful

Luncheon and Dining Service
110 E. Lawrence St.

f

t

lìti

N. Morrison
PHONE 570«

St

Barrows Talks at
Music Gathering
Advocates More Coherent
Program in Fine Art«
Department
President Thomas N. Barrows ad
dressed the visitors at the Lawrence
Conservatory Get-together on A pril
17, and advocated the continuation
of a more coherent program in tfie
fine arts department for students
in a liberal arts college. This talk
was given as the welcoming ad
dress at the Conservatory on Sat
urday morning.
“Our objective In the fine arts
department is to make available a
more coherent program in fine arts
for students whose major interests
lie In drama, speech, or music, but
who do not care to approach these
subjects from a professional point
of view,’* President Barrows said.
“The college*, the conservatory, and
other fine arts departments remain
inter-dependent, but the program,
already in operation, is resulting in
closer cooperation between these
departments, and in increased in 
terest in the fine arts on the part
of students selecting the regular
college course.”
Mr. Barrows made special men
tion of the efficiency with which
the Conservatory has placed its stu
dents in previous years. Last year
all graduates were placed, and the
year before, all but one.

You’ll find our
popular delicacies
at the new

D IA N A Restaurant
Delivery Service
HOFFMANNS

Puritan Bakery
423 W . College Ave.

J. G. M ohr Piano Tuner
Piano Technician for
Lawrence College and Conservatory these 21 years

F 'o r e f f i c i e n t a n d
d e p e n d a b le w o r k
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Appleton, Wisconsin
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An opportunity to «ave
on II m* stockings you'll
need for a lonjr tiun* to
come !
lYiTect,
sheer
chiffons with silk pieot
top«.

J.C. Penney Co.

VANDENBERG
GREENHOUSES

At 214 E. College Avc.

Royal Portable Typewriter*
Cameo Leather Goods
Parker Fountain Pens
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General Office Supply Co.
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Track Team Has Good
Chance to Top Carroll

Phi Delts Take
Honors in Annual
Greek Track Race
Delts

Vikes Only Lack Men for
Second ,Third Places
Tomorrow

Vike Hope

ONLY

Carroll College tomorrow after
noon w ill probably offer the Viking
thin-clads their toughest dual com
petition of the year. It won’t be
because the Pioneers are so tough
but mainly that Mentor Denney
is not certain as to which boys will
run in which race, and. of course
win. If the tracksters slip through
their initial meet with victory, the
other dual matches should be mere
ly routine. The boys ought to hit
the big three this year—State con
ference, Mid-West, and Beloit Re
lays in full stride.
Carroll Fades Badly
The triangular meet held last
Saturday between Carroll, North
Central, and DeKalb was rather
disasterous for the Orange, and
they came away with a miserable
third. Gimla in the low hurdles
snapped up the only first place.
Barnes looked good in the pole
vault, Buck fair in the half mile,
while Gimla again accounted for
himself by getting second and third
in the quarter mile and broad jump,
respectively.
Heimke, Morse Out
Long distance man Heimke. last
year’s stellar contender in the State
two mile, has shoved aside traok
for academic work, while dash man
Morse is indefinitely out with a bad
leg. The Pioneers are handicapped
severely with the loss of these two
veterans.
Last season Lawrence whipped
Carroll in their dual meet, 86-45
Even though three important men
have left the Blue and White squad,
the score should be closer in the
meet Saturday—closer to a 100
points for the Vikings. On the out
side the Pioneers will pick up two
firsts, seven seconds, and five thirds
for 36 points. To prove it, here’s
a composite picture of the Carroll
College track team and the best
time and distance in all events:
Pole vault: Barnes H ’5”
Track. Best Time.
Discus: Wolfe, 115J’; Lohmiller
Mile run: Goebel
440
210 115’
Half mile: Buck
High jump: Barnes, 5'8’’; CallaQuarter mile: Gimla
:53
220-yd dash: Wolfe. Clark
:24.f> hon 5’7”
Broad jump; Gimla, 21’
100-yd dash: Wolfe
:103
:16.8
120-yd highs: Boggs
220-yd lows: Gimla
:27.5
2 mile run: No Entries
Mile Relay: Possibly 3:38. no bet
ter.
Field Events.
Shot put: Lohmiller, 37’; Knutson
36’
Javelin: McCabe 150’

Carleton Grode — Menasha, Wis.
—Jr.—Mile and 880. Letter-man.
Took second in mile in Mid-WestMeet last year and fourth in 880
in State Meet.
Edward Fritz—Milwaukee—Sr.—
Javelin and high jump. Letterman.
Tossed javelin 161'6*’ last year to
place first in State Meet. Took sec
ond in Mid-West Meet in javelin.
Cliff Osen—De Pere—Sr.—Pole
vault. Letterman. Placed third in
State Meet last year.
Frank Schubert—Appleton—Jr.—
Mile and two mile. Placed third in
mile in State Meet last year. Letter
man.
Clarence Sheldon — Milwaukee
—Jr.—Two Mile. Letter-man.
Bob
Purdy — Appleton—Jr.—
Letter-man. Runs on relay.
Bob Arthur—Geneva, III.,—Jr.—
Javelin
Al Novakofski — Menasha—Soph
—440 and relay
Jim Straubel—Green Bay—Sr.—
Shotput.
Jim Gmeiner—Appleton—Jr. Pole
vault.
Marty Bridges—Winnetka, 111.—
J r —440.

Wm. G. Keller Opt. D.
OPTOMETRIST

Eyes Examined

K O LET ZK E'S
Bring in your instruments
to be repaired.

Complete

121 W. Collere Ave.

217 E. College Ave.

ELITE
— LAST DAY —
Joan Crawford—Clark Gable in

I’ llONE
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CHOICE
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SUN. —
KYNE’S

CHARLES

8 TARKETT

—
Coming —
IRENE DUNNE in

“ Theodora

Goes W ild

We carry in stock all grades of Gut and Restring
your racket to a measured Tension.

... In Search of Men
The high school student who
possesses the following quali
fications should give careful
consideration to dentistry as
a profession.
1. He must enjoy study in
the scicnccs. The successful
dentist must remain forever a
student in o r d e r t o keep
abreast of changes in pro
fessional methods.

3. He must have a desire to
be of service in the field of
health service.

Valley Sporting Goods Co.
211 N. Appleton St.

Phone 2 4 42

Quality Shoes
For Young Men and Women
in the Season’s Newest Patterns
Popular Prices Always!

Dentistry is not overcrowded.
The number of dentists has
decreased because of advanc
ing standards.

ft

“ More Than a Secretary”
— With —
Jran A RTIICR—George BRENT

Have Your Racket Repaired N O W !

Write for particulars to:

—
MON. - TCES. —
(Bargain Days. All Seats 15c)

AD STAFF MEETING
There will be t meeting • (
the Lawrrntian advertising staff
on Saturday at 1 P. M.

The Tennis Season

The Marquette diploma is
recognized in every state. The
school is rated Class A.

“ THE COW BOY STAR ’
W ith

2nd Floor

2415

Pole Vault: <1) Gmeiner, P. D. T.,
(2) W eidm tt, D. T. D. »3) Tonkin,
D. S. T„ *4» Pengelly, D. T. D. tied
with Bartholomew, P. D. T. Height,
10.’
Discus: *1) MacDonald, B. T. P.
*2> Aithui P D. T. <3) Osbon, D. S.
T., <4) Maertzweiler, D. T. D., (5)
Smalley, D. T. D. Distance, 1016.1
High Jump: <1) Cape, D. S. T.,
<2) Walker, P. D. T. tied with Stev
ens, D. S. T., »3) Crawford. D. T.
D.. (4) Hastings, S. P. E. Height,
58.”
Javelin: <1) Arthur, P. D. T., (2)
MacDonald. B. T. P , t3) Terrill, P.
K. T., <4) Smalley, D. T. D., (5)
Thomas, D. T. D. Distance, 140’4”
Broad jump: *1) Graf, P. D. T.
(2) Beck, D. T. D. (3) Gmeiner, P.
D. T., «4) Cochran, D. T. D. <5) Ottman, B. T. P. Distance, 22'1|”.
Inter fraternity Standings to Date
1. Phi Delta Theta
1375
2. Delta Tau Delta
1300
3. Sigma Phi Epsilon
1175
4. Delta Sigma Tau
670
5. Beta Theta Pi
560
6. Phi Kappa Tau
285
This includes football, golf, vol
ley
ball,
handball,
basketball,
swimming, bowling, and track.

JUST A H E A D

2. He must possess naturally
the qualities of neatness and
precision.

"L O V E ON THE R U N ”
— SAT. PETER B

Optical Laboratory
Service

FIRST

Phi Delta Thetas fraternity won
first honors in the annual inter
fraternity track and field meet held
at Whiting Field last Monday af
ternoon. The Phi Delts scored a to
tal of 71 points to easily out-distance the field. They took first plac
es in the 75-yard dash, 660-yard
run, 440-yard relay, pole vault,
javelin, and the broad jum p and
took many places to run up their
large number of points. Delta Tau
Delta was second with 431. Delta
Sigma Tau third with 30J. Beta
Theta Pi and Sigma Phi Epsilon
tied with 14 points each, and Phi
Kappa Tau brought up the rear
with 7 points. Only non-letter men
were eligible to compete in the
meet.
Five New Records
Five new records were hung up
during the meet. Graf, the Phi Dolt
star broke two Individual records
and ran in the relay which also
set a new record. Graf’s time in the
75-yard dash in 7.8 seconds tied
Cochran. Delta Tau Delta, who se*
the mark in one of the heats. The
old record was 8.1 seconds which
was set by Evan VandeWalle of Phi
Kappa Tau in 1936. The other rec
ord Graf broke was in the broad
jum p in which he set a new W hit
ing Field record of 22’1|” to beat
the old record of Pope's jum p of
2 r i l i ” established in 1928. Graefs
jum p also broke the interfraternity
record of 21 '2" set by VandeWalle
in 1936.
New Relay Record
Cape of Delta Sigma Tau won the
300-yard dash in 33.7 seconds beat
ing Gerlach's old record of 34.4 sec
onds in 1936. Bruce Stevens of
Delta Sigma Tau ran the 120-yard
low hurdles in 13.8 seconds to beat
Sam Let’s former record of 14.2.
The Phi Delta Theta relay team
of Graef, Gerlach, Bartholomew

When the starter’s gun starts the
meet at Waukesha tomorrow, the
fans will be treated to a real show.
The places will probably be well
scattered but the Vikings should
take the majority of the points. Per
haps the only thing to hinder Law
rence's piling up a big lead is the
lack of men to take second and
third places away from the large
tram which they will face. R un
ning at home, Carroll w ill of
course have the advantage in num 
bers. They will have the number,
but it is doubtful if they will have
the strength to move them about.
At present Viking prospects on
the cinder path look exceedingly
good. The squad Is not yet definite
ly picked and will not be until the
Carroll meet is over and won. Prac
tically every man on the team will
be entered in two or throe events
tomorrow to determine his worth
to the team. It is hard to tell how
the records will stand after the
meet is over since one can judge
only from the results of intrasquad
competition in cold weather.
Coach Dennv has not as yet al
lowed the fellows to show what
they have on account of the wea
ther. and the chances are that un
less the old weather man Rives the
thin-clads a tireak the team will be
far from its best tomorrow after
noon. In spite of the weather, how
ever. the team should find a good
season ahead. Tomorrow will be
a warm-up for Ripon on the first of
May when the gang takes the bu«for the birthplace of the G. O. P
Heaven help the Indians when
these Democrats hit the town!
The Viking rooters can look for
ward to having a few conference
champions to root for. Leete
should repeat in the high jum p and
the hurdles, while Ed Fritz tosses
the javelin. Joe Graf has all the
chance in the world of throwing
cinders at the best of the Mid West
sprinters if his pre-season forri
means anything.
Osen’s work in the pole is un 
predictable as yet. but there is nc
reason to believe that he should not
be right up in there with the resl
of the conference vaulters.
LAW RENCE TRACK TEAM— 1937
Sam Leete—Appleton-Jr. — High
and low hurdles, high jum p and
broad jumD. Letter-man. Won high
jum p in Mid-West Conference Meet
last year with 6'2i ” and first in
State Meet with 5’IOJ." Holds con
ference record in high jump.
Evan Vande W alle—Nichols. Wis.
—Jr. —Broad jump; 440. 220. and
100 yd. dashes. Runs on relay. Took
third in 440 last year in State Mept
Letter-man.
Cliff Burton — Appleton—Jr.—
Javelin and high jump. Heaved the
javelin for second place in the Stale
Meet and tied for fourth place in
high jum p in State Meet last year
Letter-man.
Junior Kapp—Appleton — Jr. —
Discus and shotnut. Letter-man.
Took second in discus throw last
year in Mid-West Conference Meet

Sam Leete. generally good for
close to 15 points a meet, will
be aiming at another high jum p
rccord this season.

ONE

are Second and
Delta Sigs Place
Third

MEET AT WAUKESHA

Glasses Scientifically Fitted

WÊÊÊm

Carroll Team F a d e s
Badly in Triangu1a r M e e t

and Van Nostrad won the relay la
47.2 seconds to beat the old record
of 48.3 scconds set by the Phi Defts
in 1936.
Results of The Meet:
75-yd. dash: (1) Graef, P. D. T ,
(2) Cochran, D. T. D., (3) Beck, D.
T. D., (4) Van Nostrad, P. D. T., (5)
Cape, D. S. T. Time, 7.8 seconds.
14 run: <1) Lohr, S. P. E.f (2)
Westberg. P. D. T., (3) Knox, P. K.
T., <4) Allen, P. D. T. (5) Leverenz, B. T. P. Time, 6:41.8.
300-yd run: (1) Cape, D. S. T., (2)
Gerlach, P. D. T., (3) Buesing, P.
D. T . «4) Walker, D. T. D., (5)
Dix, P. K. T. Time, 33.7.
120 low hurdles: (1) Stevens, D.
S. T„ .2) Crawford, D. T. D., (3)
Walker, P. D. T., (4) Derrickson,
B. T. D , <5) Weidman, D. T. D.
Time. 138
660-yd run: (1) Bridges, P. D. T.,
•2) Gerlach, P. D. T., t3) Lohr, S. P.
E., <4> Cole, S. P. E., (5) Mulkey,
D. S. T. Time, 1:32.8.
440 relay: (1) Phi Delta Theta <2)
Delta Tau Delta, <3) Sigma Phi
Epsilon, <4> Delta Sigma Tau,- (5)
Beta Theta Pi. Time, 47.2.
Shot put: (1) Maertzweiler, D. T.
D., *2) Bridges, P. D. T , (3)
Holmes, P. D. T.. (4) Osbon, D. S.
T., <5) Kircher, D. S. T. Distance,
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Spell Properly
Eubank Advises
88 Job Seekers
IJftt* Ten Qualities Essen*
lial to Potential
Applicants

College Songsters
Begin to Produce
Good Popular Music
Out at Brown University muscle
bound gentlemen who are physic
ally unable to take part in the rig
ors of exclusive college athletics
have been cordially invited to en
ter the first annual inter-collegiate
Chin Golf Championship. Compet
ing schools in the new “Facial Ivy
League” are universities of such
national renown as Yale, Prince
ton, Dartmouth, Columbia, A m 
herst, Et Cetera. Over a prominent
eastern radio station the slice by
slice account of this Goliath sports
attempt will be broadcast. Partici
pants must, of course, stick to the
established code set by the Chin
Golf chiefs. The Preamble to the
Constitution effectively describes
the Chin Golf to be ", . . a game
designed to promote skill and sue*
cess in the shaving of the face.” A
facc, according to the careful study
by the framers of this now na
tionally important event is
. .
an irregular and fur-bearing oval
surface, the anterior region of the
head."
It will be necessary for the
champion of the tournament to
bring his face from the condition
technically known as “rough” to
the state called “presentable” in
the fewest rator strokes. Care
fully studied conditions and vast
experience which has of late un-

“For heaven's sake learn how to
spoil properly." said
Personnel
Director for Kimberly-Clark Cor
poration Charles G. Eubank as he
explained to 88 upper and lower
classmen how to apply for a job
last Tuesday night in Main Hall.
“There are very many excellent
book on the subject of getting a
job,” said Mr. Eubank, “but u n 
fortunately many employers don't
read these books.” “What the em
ployers are looking for.” said he.
“are those men who have the pos
sibilities of leadership.”
Qualities for Application
According to Mr. Eubank, there
are ten qualities which the intel
ligent employer looks for in the ap
plicant: ( 1) physical and nervous
energy. i 2)) purpose or decision.
(3* e*i>iiusiasm, (4> friendliness. <5>
Integrity, (6 ) technical mastery. (7»
decisiveness, (8 » intelligence, <9*
teaching skill and i 10* faith.
Mr Eubank emphasized that bsfore submitting to an interview or
writing a letter of application one won both football and basketball
should "take an inventory of what letters in his freshman year and
you have to offer." “Above all,” he placed in the annual spring Pensaid, “do not ask for any kind of a tathelon.
Wildcat on Gridiron
Job honing for a better opportunity
In his second year however. Ablater. Know at least to some degree
rahamson became the sensation of
what vou want.”
the state, and was effectively dub
Interview Gives Information
“The purpose of the interview,” bed “The tow-headed Swede,” Abe
continued Mr. Eubank, “is to secure ran through every team the Vikes
information about the applicant.” met including Wisconsin. During
He said that it should establish the next three seasons Swede avfriendly relations between the em eraged 41 yards on all his punts,
ployer and employee. “Be on time” kicked 19 field goals, and made all
and “avoid that collegiate appear but two of Lawrence's points af
ance and leave fraternity jewelrv ter touchdowns. But kicking be
at home. Don’t start to tell the em  came only a by-line with Abe when
ployer how badly you need a job.” mentor Catlin discovered his sen
"Rather,” said Mr. Eubank, “give sational running ability. Like a fer
ocious Wildcat, Abe drove through
specific evidence of smartness.”
opposing lines from his position at
Gain Consent For References
In e.iving an employer references. full back. He scored a third of the
Mr. Eubank explained that one teams’ point in his sophomore year,
shoitld be sure to obtain the con almost a half his junior season and
sent of the person to whom these during his final year climaxed the
will be a reference. “The most use* Wildcat record by making 75 out
less type of reference usually comes of Lawrence's 110 points.
Touchdown in I t Seconds
from clergymen." “It is not mticn I
Swede set a new record which
good.” said Hr. Eubank
“However," concluded Mr. Eu- j still holds when in a Lake Forest
hank, “chance will play a very j battle, he grabbed a Forest fumble
large part In what happens to you on the kick-off and ran 45 yards
anyway." Students were given a n , before ten seconds of the game had
opportunity to ask quest ions fol-1 elapsed. Said the Post of that day,
“ . . . Abrahamson is the best full
lowing the lecture.
back Lawrence has ever had—his
kicking ability alone has made him
invaluable to the team.” No game
passed without Abe doing most of
the ball carrying and scoring reg
ularly against such opponents as

L

MEN OF
THE PAST

“SWEDE” ABR A ll AVISOS. ‘15.
When you dig into the relics of
the past and come out with the rec
ord of an athlete who i< as nearly
perfect as a straight line and then
find that athlete was a Lawrence
man. \ou begin to feel at once the
drowsy force of tradition stealing
into your heart and soul. If one
man ever lined up to the zenith oi
a true sportsman, “Swede" Abra
hamson aid.
Along about 1911 when Coach
Catlin was looking over his yearly
prospects a slightly-built, green
freshman with enough blond, tous
led hair to stuff a Christmas doll,
reported. All that blond boy had to
do was get off one punt; he piaved
regular for four years after that. He

covered a Vermont Republican
who had shaved twice dally un
til after the last election, has re
sulted in the tollowing indispensible rules::
1. Penalties of two points each
deducted for each small scrape.
2. Penalties of six points for unscenic bristles.
3. Penalties of ten points for
dried soap, visible on the ears.
A couple of necessary amend
ments had to be hurriedly included
before the Constitution was mailed
out when it became known that
wealthier Princeton boys had all
purchased Schick electric razors for
speed. Other men had planned on
using Hysop which dissolves your
face along with the whiskers. Both
of these short cuts had to be barred.
Interfraternity and one day even
intercollegiate face fixing tourna
ments may be the stellar event of
the college athletic season. For it
certainly is the policy of Lawrence
College to include as many men as
possible in the field of sports. This
seems like good sport, and with the
exception of a few Brokaw fellows
coated with the well known “pool
room tan,” there isn't an ineligible
man in the College. To the gentle
men who are continually sobbing
about college athletics being too big
and expensive a part of the school's
program this will be the ultimate
solution. No expenditure by the
College, each man brings his own
tools, and for the common laboter* of the library who haven’t pre
viously had a chance at athletics—
what a set-up! Active participation
w ith no necessity for training!
Columbia, Yale, and Frinceton
lead—the rest follow.
Coe College is ready for any
track competition this season. Fiftyeight men came out for the sport. .
. . Jim Brown, star middle dis
tance man at Beloit, is on the inel
igible list this spring. . . St. Norbert’s College is now an accredited
college in the North Central Asso
ciation. Freshmen can't play with
the varsity any more. . . Knox
has recently decided to award m a
jor letters to their golf and tennis
teams. . .
James J.
Braddock,
world's heavyweight champion, is
training near Spooner, Wis. around
180 miles north of Appleton. . . .
Freshmen, by means of the usual
telegraphic system, will compete In
the Beloit relays in late May. Law
rence has five real aces—Cochcran,
Cape, Buesing. Stevens, and Lohr.
. . . . Carleton College has not
won a game on their extended base
ball tour. . . . all but two ha\e
been rained out. . . . Roy Beilin,
one of Wisconsin's regular half
backs from Milwaukee, spent some
time at our Alex gym Tuesday. * .
But he still won't transfer.

New York, N. Y.— (Special)—Col
lege men and women are beginning
to write popular music with com
mercial potentialities, according to
Hal Kemp, popular orchestra lead
er featured on the Columbia Broad
casting System.
For the first time in the devel
opment of radio,” said Kemp, “the
boys and girl on the campus are
writing popular music on a wide
scale that's capable of being com
mercially exploited and enjoyed on
the best dance floors of the nation.’
And Kemp knows music, from the
angles of both ambitious under
graduate and seasoned orchestra
leader.
As an undergraduate at the U ni
versity of North Carolina in 1923,
he organized a student band which
has developed to the stage where
the National Institute of Social
Dancing selected it as the best
dance orchestra in the country for
both 1936 and 1937.

Review College
Track Prospects
Vorth Central College Is
Lawrence's Strongest
Single Foe
TRACK STANDINGS
Team*
Meets
Place Pts.
North Central, L19**
1
49
Tri
1
99
Armour,
Dual
1
71)
Knox
L19
5
17
Monmouth
L19
7
6
Cornell.
Tri
2
38
Carroll
Tri
3
35
Augustana
L19
7
6
•These teams will compete in Be
loit Relays.
••Little Nineteen, Indoor.

i
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i BUCK-UP
Y O U R

F U T

W I T H

f/fy. Varsity White Buck Shoes
For summer wear there’s nothing
quite so smart . . or quite so com
fortable . . . as a correctly styl
ed shoe of white buckskin. Every
well groomed man has a pair of
whites in his summer wardrobe.
Select your pair today. When
designed by VARSITY, you’re
assured an extra touch of crafts
manship and refinement.
Grey and Brown Bucko Shoes,
with either crepe rubber or lea
ther soles — the largest selec
tion in town!

$3.96
$6.75

231 E. College Ave.
Appleton, Wis
Phone 5308

Friday, April 23, 1987
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$5
$5.50
$9.50
$10

417 W. College Ave.
Dentin's Florsbelm Shoe Department
Appleton’s Largest Exclusive
Men’s Shoe Department
Carl F. Denain, Manager

Meets This Week:
LAW RENCE at Carroll
Ripon. Armour Tech at Beloit
Coe, Iowa Teachers at Iowa State.
North Central College of Naper
ville, 111., looms the strongest single
contender that Lawrence w ill meet
in this spring's track season. The
Centrals have seven men who are
particularly adept at taking first
places and several men who have
already broken old records.
Siebert. in the pole vault, is al
ready assured of a first place with
13 feet in that event.
Arthur Tech, competing in a
triangular meet with Beloit and Ri-

Collins Speaks
On World Peace
CONTINUED FRO M PAGE I
made was the nationalization of the
munitions industries.
Maintaining our democracy from
assault within, guarding the rights
of free speech, free press, and free
assembly is necessary for peace.
Bills are now before Congress to
make it possible for the President
in time of war to control wages,
and license every type of concern,
including newspapers. After a war
such a bill could easily stay in ef
fect, resulting in Fascism.
For his last point, Rev. Collins
said that we should work to ease
the international economic condi
tions. This year Adm iral Byrd is in
charge of the Emergency Peace
Campaign's program to emphasize
the idea of no foreign war. A ll over
America in 1,500 communities, this
idea is being publicized. People
must study and be informed. For
unless there is education to the
dangers and threats of war, and ed
ucation in the way of preventing
war. Rev. Collins said that the de
cline of Western Civilization may
result.
Dr. Thomas S. Kepler, professor
of Bible and religion, opened the
program with a prayer for peace. A
tableau after a battle, was present
ed by a group of Mr. Erie Volkert's
Heelers as a background to lend at
mosphere and emphasis to the pray
er. A hiil was constructed on the
stage over which fence posts and
barbed wire were strung. Propped
around the fence posts and among
the stands of barbed wire were the
Heelers, dead soldiers making real
istic and gruesome the battle scene
To insure a peaceful Peace Day.
a meeting of the freshman class
was called last Monday immediate
ly following convocation. Tom J a 
cobs, chairman of the Peace Day
Program for the Executive Com
mittee, explained to the assembled
freshmen the uselessness of a stu
dent demonstration. He asked that
the students cooperate with thM
committee so that the program as
planned would go off smoothly and
successfully.
pon tomorrow, should come away
an easy winner with the Gold sec
ond and Ripon a poor third.
Coe. essaying on a strong come
back for the Mid-West crown, will
be seen in action against two pow
erful clubs, Iowa State and Iowa
Teachers tomorrow. Though doubt
ful of victory, the Kowaks should
grab the second spot.
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Urges Increased
Care in Elections
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
about to find ways in which they
could better the situation.
Theirs
was the
organization
which produced the cheering sec
tion at the last basketball game.
Concerned with this same problem
was the adoption of plans making
very probable an excellent pep
band for next year.
To organize themselves, officers
were elected which chose as presi
dent Stanley Avery, vice president,
Florence Johnson, secretary, Ger
aldine Seitz, and treasurer, Ken
neth Buesing. These officers havo
no formal connection
with the
group, but are accepted leaders.
One of the four meetings thus
far held included women repre
sentatives in Lois Hubin, Betty
Jane Capps, Monica Worsely, Mary
White, Janice Newell, and Dorothy
Martin. Another meeting was held
jointly with representatives from
the upperclasses.
As the policies now stand, the
freshmen are arrayed against com
bines on the count that it does not
assure competent officials in stu
dent government, but on the con
trary almost assure it of apprecia
ble lag. The group has also ad
vanced practical platform planks
on the following points. ( 1) that
there should be a well organized
pep band, 12) that organized cheer
leading and general pep at athletic
contests should be a responsibility
of the Executive Committee. (3 )
that more student Convocations
should be sponsored, ( 4 ) that an
extensie intramural
program
should be effective.
To incoming classes this year
freshmen
recommend
green-cap
distinctions and spontaneous class
organization.

Lawrentian Rates
As All-American
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
lo congratulate each and every
member of the law rentian staff,
who has contributed in bringing
this
honor
the
second
year
in succession. “Despite this high
honor the editors of the J^awrentian would be the first to admit the
paper's many imperfections.
We
feel, however, that great progress
has been made especially recent
I^w rentians arc rated against those
of five or six years ago. This pro
gress will continue only if certain
conditions must be present; first of
all, future editors must be enthus
iastic and progressively minded:
secondly, students must be inter
ested enough in a good paper to
make the effort worthwhile: and.
lastly it must be remembered that
Lawrentian work is valid and val
uable educational experience.
It Takes a Man
T* Fraile From 7 to I.
Friday Night

THE

L Men of the Past
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
Marquette, Wisconsin, and the tra
ditional state rivals, Beloit, Ripon
and Carroll. In the 1915 Marquette
battle he made all 21 points as the
Vikes won, 21-0. Next week he
scored all 21 points again as Law
rence beat Ripon for the state ti
tle, 21-2.
“Beat Back in West"
It took the Milwaukee Free Press
of 1915 to note his worthiness, and
they called Swede the “cleanest
and headiest football man that a
Wisconsin school has ever produc
ed.” Not only was Abe chosen on
every All-state and Tri-state con
ference team, but in his senior year,
Walter Eckensalli picked him for
his All-Mid-West club in 1915. M ar
quette’s football coach threw more
roses in the sensational Lawrence
man’s direction when he railed him
“the best defensive full back the
West has ever produced.’’
Baaketball, Track Ace
There wasn’t any limit to Abe’s
amazing football record, and he
continued in basketball and track
as well. His sensational dribbling
earned him another monicker as
the “devil doll” of the Cagemen.
There wasn't a game the Swede
didn't shine in. Once he piled up 24
points in one basketball contest
when Lawrence massacred Milton.
76-6. Letters followed here likewise:
six so far.
Then in track Abe showed more
scrap by trying out for both of the
hurdles, the broad and high jumps,
pole vault, javelin, 220-yard dash
and shot put.
When Abrahamson graduated, a
long and complete article filled two
pages of the Lawrence annual of
that day and closed with the sim
ple words, “Will anyone ever take
Swede's now vacant place?”

Play Conteat for
Anniversary of the
U. S. Constitution
Students of public, private, and
parochial schools and colleges, as
well as adults who are not profes
sional playwrights, will be intensely
interested in the projects of the
United States Constitution Sesquicentennial Commission to secure
dramatic material to be presented
during the celebration of the one
hundred and fiftieth Anniversary
of the formation of the Constitu
tion, which begins next September,
17.
The Commission hopes to secure
worthy plays depicting the consti
tutional history, background of the
Constitution, and the Philadelphia
Convention, which will be exten
sively used in schools, churches,
and organized groups of men, wom
en and youth.
The general plan of operation
provides for three classifications of
plays: ( 1) competition for high
school students (Juniors and Sen
iors) in a one-act play; <2) competi
tion for students in colleges and
universities in a one-act play; and
(3) competition for teachers and
directors of dramatics in plays of
one-act or more.
Material offered must be submit-

Buetow’s Beauty Shoppe
225 E. College Ave.
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Can You M ind
Your “P ’s” and
Q ’s ” ? Try It
4i

What do you think is thq mattqr? Wy first considqrqd thq pos
sibility of an original brand of
haywirq; our friqnds, who arq now
wondqring if thqy rqlish that dqsignation, thought Doctor Townqr
hadn't sufficiqntly pqrusqd our
rqcord; now thq truth bqgins to
dawn. What qlse if not our trusty
Undqrwood?
Nothing likq a littlq knifing in
thq back. After all thq yqars wq'vq
chqrishqd Undiq, aftqr all thq mastqrpiqcqs Undiq's prqviqwqd, hq
dqals us a dirty onq likq this. Ingratq. At first wq wqrq qndqavoring to sparq Duniq Duniq thq qmbarrassmqnt of his handicap. Howqvqr, thq farthqr wq gqt, thq maddqer wq becomq, so from now on,
hq gqts no morq
considqeration
than hq givqs.
Pqrhaps it was thq
rqdeap—
whqrq's that nickql hq squqqzqd
out of us—or maybq thq Town Taxi
—whqrq’s thq dimq wq swappqd
for safq passagq from thq station?
Anyhow, somqwhqrq in thosq tittqqn cqnts onq wqll bqhavqd lqttqr “q,” fifth lqttqr in thq alphabqt, you undqrstand, took its uncqrqmonious dqparturg. All wq
can concqive of doing is gnash
ing our tqqth, but if anybody can
suggqst a rqmqdy—wqll, plqasq!
ted not later than May 7. 1937 to
the Drama Chairman of this state,
who is acting in cooperation with
the State Constitution Commission.
This contest for high school stu
dents terminates with the state
contest. Those open to college stu
dents and teachers will be extended
from a state to a national contest.
The National Commission will
award the Constitution Commemora
tive Medal in silver and bronze to
the state winners and a Shrine of
the Constitution to the persons in
the nation winning first place in
plays.
Further information, as well as a
list of State Committee and Re
gional Committees w ill be supplied
contestants upon application to Sol
Bloom, Director General, Washing
ton, D. C.
BA RRO W S ENTERTAIN
President Thomas N. Barrows
and Mrs. Barrows are entertaining
at three teas in their home this
week. They are for the faculty, con
servatory, and the Institute of Pa
per Chemistry, on Wednesday, F ri
day, and Saturday afternoons.

Fage »even

Reviewing
The Reviews
BY JIM M ORROW
We concerned ourselves last week
with a discussion of the advisabil
ity of adopting popular novels to
the screen.
Lawrence
Stallings,
writing for Stage, says that the
success of the film adaptation de
pends primarily upon the extent
to which a piece of writing can be
realistically portrayed upon
the
screen.
The current productions, "The
Good Earth,” ‘ Lost Horizon,” “Thj
Plainsman,” and "Fire Over Eng
land,”. represent a fair enough
cross-section of cinema attempts to
permit us to draw comparisons and
explain why one or two have prov
ed tremendous successes while the
others have been miserable fa il
ures.
Director Sidney Franklin brings
“The Good Earth” to the screen
with extraordinary fidelity of mood
and story, while his recognized
peer, Frank Capra, is struggling
hopelessly to translate James H il
ton s "Lost Horizon.” “The Good
Earth," excellently done, has lost
nothing in the transition. Lost Hor
izon. by virtue of its content, has tc
be considerably re-touched by D i
rector Capra and Scenarist Riskin,
until the result, as Stallings puts it,
“is a conglomeration of the CapraRiskin magic, all mixed with Mr.
Hilton's insecure
metaphysics—a
sandwich of strong bread provided
by director and writer to enfold the
thin slice of Hiltonian aesthetics.’’
Mr. Hilton’s story is one of an
earthly paradise, the lamasery or
Shanghai La in Tibet in which a
bicentenarian monk epitomizes the
escapist dreams of all men by col
lecting the best of the world's cul
ture and then proceeding to lead
the life of Riley. This is all well anci
good, but to make such a story ap
peal to a movie audience, Mr. Ris
kin is forced to intersperse a few
scenes of love making between
Ronald Colman and Jane Wyatt
as a relief from the native sign
language.
Funny thing, but while Mr. Ris
kin is tearing his hair trying to tie
loose ends together, Mr. Hilton i*
spending his time over at Culver
City writing dialogue for Miss Gar
bo's “Camille.”
Imagine the director of “Mr.
Deeds Goes to Town” trying to d i
rect a film with three reels of an
aeroplane flight over the Him alay
an Mountains. If Mr. Capra wero
allowed to have Mr. Longfellow
Deeds, with his soundly quizzical
eye, blunder into Shangrl La a n i

Jon**«» I)ÍM*tiKKe8 the

‘'(ipolopy of Wisconsin“’
High cliff has been In existence
for millions of years, Miss Jeanette
Jones, instructor in geology, told
the Franklin Mother’s Club Wed
nesday afternoon, April
14, in
speaking on “Geology of Wiscon
sin.”
Miss Jones took her audience on
an Alice-in-Wonderland tour from
the surface of the Appleton area to
500 feet below the ground. Even ge
ologically speaking, High Cliff is
on top, being comparable in origin
to the rocks of Niagara Falls. Next
on the way down would
come
shale and limestone, formed sccond
in geological history and valuable
to Wisconsin for its lead and zinc
deposits.
tell them i.ll to go to hell, he would
have a belter picture, but, instead,
he is forced as Mr. Stallings says,
“to pluck his story from the fear
ful doldrums of long-winded pronunciamcntos on the aesthetic life
by wearied Mr. Warner."
Contrast all this beautiful, but
meaningless,
photography
with
some of the scenes in “The Good
Earth,'' which "inevitably come to
grips with the good earth itself,”
and you find the explanation of
their relative success and failure.
Having reviewed “The Plains
m a n ’ before, we will only men
tion that in it Mr. DeMille again
paints one of his famous adven
turous. but historically inaccurate
canvasses. Fire Over England is
vastly beyond The Plainsman in
sheer artistic quality. The Good
Earth, head and shoulder« above
the other three films, is the only
one which is not in the literature
of escape.
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Why Not Sponsor a
Public Lecture Series?
Whether Lawrence College should or
could bring to its students a larger number of well-known speakers for chapel
programs has long been an important is
sue on the campus. The Lawrentian has
continually pointed out this glaring gap
in the college policy. The answer to this
perennial request for high grade pro
grams I as usually been that faculty meml>ers give, by and large, better spcechej
than outsiders. Without deprecating fac
ulty convocation speakers, it is quite evi
dent that no serious and concerted at
tempt has been made to bring really first
late lecturers here. To obtain such talent
requires money to be sure, but have we
really carefully analyzed what expenses
we arc making which could be reduced
or have we thoroughly examined possible
sources of revenue?
Let us remember that we have
brought many outstanding figures in the
world of music here such as Nelson Eddy,
Nino Martini, Nathan Milstein, and Ennio
Bolognmi, through an Artist Series. Why
not apply a similar formula to the prob
lem of obtaining nationally known out
side speakers? In the first place, let’»
abandon the convocation phase tempor
arily; they coyld give more attention to
faculty talent and musical programs. In
stead the College could plan to bring ap
proximately four well-known lecturers
for evening programs. These could be
spaced between the Artist Series to avoid
conflict and competition
In launching this project, one neces
sary step is to secure the help of promi
nent townspeople of Appleton. No finer
contribution to the cultural life of the
community could be made by Lawrence
College. It is quite fitting
at this in
stitution contribute to this phase of the
community life.
In order to reduce the expense of such
an enterprise we would suggest forming
a league or association of the nearby uni
versities, colleges, and civic and church
groups, who are interested in listening to
good speakers. This organization would
serve two purposes: in the first place it
could furnish information needed in se
curing prominent speakers, and in the
second place through it the costs could be
reduced by plans for supporting lectures
in the vicinity.
If a small number of speakers were

"—But If you want to work for your meals, we can use a man oner a
week to do repairs about the house."

scheduled, at least for the experimental
period, the cost of the speakers would not
be too great. The project is worth the
effort, even if the tuition charge were
raised to the extent of a dollar. This
vital phase of educational experience is
missed here, for Appleton is unfortunate
ly located off the main highways. Be
cause the situation is unusually hostile
we must be ready to use unusual efforts
to achieve the goal. Note that we said
unusual efforts, and not the usual ges
tures. We ask the administration of the
College, the faculty, and the students to
seriously consider and discuss this plan
which we have roughly outlined here.
Either this or offer some constructive al
ternatives. Especially do we call this to
the attention of the Convocation commit
tee. We also hope that the Executive
Committee will discuss and study the
plan.
The intellectual stimulation from out
standing people in the world is something
vitally needed on this campus. Merc
classroom description can not accomplish
all that is needed. The actual appcarance
at Lawrence of many leading minds and
personalities of the day in the various
fields of business, labor, government,
philosophy, and the fine arts would add
infinitely more substance and value to
the educational program at Lawrence.
The incorporation of this aspect of liberal
education into the flesh and blood of the
College program can mean only long steps
closer to the goal Lawrence strives for.

From Other Presses

Respect for Main Hall
Study Privileges Needed

Friday, April 23, I N I

So They Say
Dear Editor:
For the past few weeks the Freshman
Drive against Combines in student gov.
ernment has raised pertinent questions. We
have been encouraged and discouraged.
However, we feel that the spirit we have
in even attempting and advancing this cam
paign is worth any amount of discourage
ment we may receive.
We are not against combines purely be
cause we wish to be “white-robed reform
ers" of defects. It is the results to which
the combine system leads to which we ob
ject. Obviously no system which employ*
a bartering of votes can assure that the
men put in are the best to be had for the
position to which they are elected. We
feel further that the combine system does
not allow a good representation of executive
leaders. Leadership on the campus is not
enough, but cooperation, above all and by
all. is required, and we do not think this
spirit has been shown under the present
system of fraternity combines.
And it is only through such cooperation
and through greater assurance of efficient
officers that certain institutions which the
freshman class feels the Lawrence campus
is in dire need of can be established. We
feel that the institution of a Pep Band at
football games would not only increase the
spirit and attendance at the games but
would also raise the prestige of the College
as a whole.
Another method of manifesting dormant
spirit at college games is a system which,
although common at most colleges and uni
versities. is noticeably lacking at Lawrence.
That system is simply the establishment of
organized cheerleading at games. The se
lection of cheerleaders is a function of the
student government, and we feel*that the
student government has been particularly
lax in promoting the interest needed in se
lecting these cheerleaders.
We feel that a system of intramural athlectics. exclusive of fraternities and sororities
would be beneficial and appreciated on the
campus.
We also feel that more Chapel programs
should be planned in which students and
student organizations should take part.
The freshmen have shown that by class
organization more spirit Is derived. Many
pessimistic upperclassmen feel that this uni
ty will be dissolved whei. the freshmen
spread to the various houses next year. How
ever, the idealism, as the upperclassmen
choose to term it. of the freshmen will be
carried out. contrary to the doubts of the
upperclassmen. We feel safe in stating that
the class of 1940 will be as unified next
vear as it is this year. We feel that if the
upperclassmen had the initiative of the
freshmen they could, and wduld. accept the
challenge and unite themselves in order to
reform certain obvious shortcomings which
are outstanding on the Lawrence campus.
We will expect the Executive Committee
of next year to cooperate in the development
of these reforms which we have suggested
and which we feel are necessary for a bet
ter campus life. The Executive Committee
may expect cooperation from the class of
1940, and we the class of 1940. w ill expect
cooperation from the Executive Committee.
Robert Smith
Howard O'Donnell
Morgan Spangle
Selden Spencer
Kenneth Buesing
Robert Noona
Robert Stocker
Wayne Cochran
Winston Pengelly
Stanley Avery
Robert Arndt
Erwin Mueller
Austin Walter
Robert Leverenz.

It is quite unfortunate that a campus
offering none too many quiet study plac
es, certain students ibuse the privilege
of using Main Hall rooms. In the last few
weeks the English Literature room has
frequently been subject to undue moles
tation, with chalk over the floor and the
busts mutilated with ink markings. This
perhaps is not much some may say, but
the game is carried too far when students
smoke in rooms left open for study. Need
less to say the inside of the ) uilding is a
tinder box, and most important of all,
many valuable libraries and collections
belonging to professors and the college
which are not insured, are in the building.
These include Miss Bethurum’s library,
Dr. MacHarg’s photography, equipment
and museum, and the psychology labor
atory.
Unless the studen.s using Main Hall
are willing to appreciate these study
privileges, the College Administration
must quite justly deny them. We appeal
to the wayward ones to either respect the
privileges of studying in Main Hall or
QUOTABLE QUOTES
else stay away in order that those stu
"I think that the League of Nations
dents who really do want to study do not
have to return to noisy dormitories and is one of the world’s best bets for peace,
fraternity houses or to a library, which although I don’t think that it would be
good for the United States to enter it now
has developed into a dating bureau.
due to the uncertainty of the European
riot was not quite so spontaneous as it powers.” Dr. Anatole G. Mazour, new
seemed. Gov. Earle is investigating.”
professor of history at Miami University,
—From the Columbia Spectator.
believes it would be betteT to stay in our
own backyard.
ALICE KARSTENS
Professional competence
I obtained
At drafting radio scripts
By dint of long, hard study;
“Cultural background,” too—
Dad said they’d pay dividends.
Since graduating
I ’ve earned my keep
At station W IZ—
With stenography
Learned in high school.

YALE COMES THROUGH
Under the caption, “Finks at Hershey,’’
our contemporary, the Yale Daily News,
contributes th'» following interesting in
formation on the recent riots at the plant
that Hershey bars built:
“The clash between the Hershey strik
ers and the ‘embattled farmers’ caused
considerable delight among those opposed
GARDNER BARNICKLE*
to unions in general and sit-downers in
particular. Here at last was a spontan In my day at school
eous expression of protest from the com We non-athletic sports
mon people, the John Q. Citizens, against Concealed our lack of muscle
these agitators. But it was discovered Under coonskin coats,
yesterday that the widely distributed pic Bell-bottomed pants,
ture of a badly-mauled organizer being And fancy jackets;
hustled off by the besiegers contained the 1 Our want of brains
figures of at least two recognized repre We masked with poker faces.
sentatives of the respectable-sounding Played examination cards
Railway Audit and Inspection Company, From bottom of a deck
which makes money by supplying labor Stacked by a cribbing frat brother
spies and professional strikebreakers. Or went to tests stuffed w'ith paid toutor’s
aid
Furthermore, it develops that the dairy
farmers in the community are not depen Now I wear good tailored suits
dent on the Hershey plant for a market From sack to swallow tail,
for their milk. They sell most of it to Silk shirts, top hat, spats;
a Philadelphia company. Perhaps the And into conference with directors

“Mexico is undergoing a renaissance
comparable with, but not like the Euro
pean renaissance of the sixteenth cen
tury. The Indians are building up a coun
try in the Western hemisphere in which
the red man will be supreme. They are
protecting themselves by laws so set up
that the whites can no longer exploit
them. Although the present population
of Mexico is a mixture of white and In 
dian, absolute democracy prevails.” Pro
fessor William S. Hendrix, department
of Romance language at Ohio State Uni
versity, watches changing Mexico with
more than casual interest.
Lightning struck twice on the Mich
igan State Normal College campus this
summer. The first time it broke a flag
pole; the second time it smashed in the
chapel belfry.
Go my memoranda
Shaped by secretaries;
Lawyers help me keep the federal law.
In competition with the stronger and the
smarter, I won:
Why not believe in
Equal opportunity?
—From The Student Advocate.

